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Abstract- The Indian banking industry has emerged as one of the 

strongest drivers of economic growth. Due to planned growth and 

implementation of IT banks banking industry has reached a new 

height. The changing environment also increased the risk exposure of 

the banks. Now there was a clear shift in focus on the Indian banks, as 

they focused more on retail banking in contrast to their primary focus 

of working capital finance and term loan. This paper attempts to deals 

with the challenges of Indian banks and how they are equipped to deal 

with the challenges. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Indian banking system gone through a series of 

crises and consequent bank failure. But after Independence, 

Indian banking system has recorded rapid progress. This was due 

to the planned economic growth, increase in money supply, and 

growth of banking habit and penetration into rural India, 

reduction in poverty, and diversification out of agriculture, 

control and guidance by RBI and nationalization programme in 

1969. 

 

In case of public sector bank profitability has always 

been quite low. From 1996-97 all public sector banks have 

recorded substantial improvement, they registered net profit of 

Rs.2094 crores during 2001-02 and Rs. 4851 crores in 2001-02. 

However 3 nationalization banks are deeply in red even now.     

In the case of Indian private bank net profit had increased from 77 

crore to Rs.1, 179 crores between 1991-92 and 2001-02. 

 

The profitability of foreign banks was excellent. But 

recently they were caught up in security scam and suffered a huge 

loss of Rs.842 crore. Indian banks put forth an outstanding 

performance during last couple of years. It produced 

extraordinary results on multiple fronts. 

 

    1. Higher income and lower expenditure 

    2. Profitability growth 

    3. Declining NPA levels 

    4. Improved return on assets. 

    5. High valuation to banking stock.  

  

2. NARROW BANKING  

 
Traditional face of banking system is no longer 

existence. Due to increased competition from non-bank 

intermediaries traditional banking activities had declined, where 

bank accepts deposit and made advances. Majority of the report 

shows that Indian banks had shifted to retails and boost the profit 

by way of treasury operation. Neglecting the primary function of 

credit creation in favour of short term goals is called as Narrow 

banking. This new phenomena increases the liquidity of the 

banks. From 1998 to 2002 banking sector, shied away from doing 

its primary job i.e., lending to the commercial sector. It has 

preferred to put its money in Government bonds. At one point of 

time in 2002, banks were buying Government securities with a 

gluttonous (excessive) appetite (eagerness). Nearly 41% of the 

funds at their disposal had been used to buy the securities that the 

government was selling to finance its deficit.  
 

Table I – Government securities and bank investment 

 Actual 

holding 

Stipulated 

norms 

Excess Remarks 

Govt.Securities 41% 25% 16% Poor 

credit off 

take 

 

  The above Table I shows that Bank today hold about 

41% of their assets in Government securities (stipulated norms is 

25%).The excess 16% reflect the state of poor credit off take. The 

income from interest on investment accounted to 36%, while the 

interest on advances and bill discounted which is core income has 

fallen below 40% of total income. 

 

One of the risks of narrow banking is that it concentrates 

on treasury operation and neglects the productive sector of the 

economy. So many of the manufacturing sectors were affected 

due to poor credit allocation. Since Indian banks resort to narrow 

banking an important wing of economy get clipped. The benefits 

earned from Narrow banking were short lived. 
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The above Figure.1 shows that credit given by banks to 

commercial sector has picked up. But we are still backing the 

other countries. It is evident from the Table II given below. 

 
  

 Banks were investing heavily in government securities 

expecting a further decline in interest rate. When interest rate is 

stable, it will not give a stable profit in the forthcoming years. In 

the events of rising interest rate profitability of bank were 

reduced. 

 

Challenges 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table II Bank loans of different countries 

 

Countries Bank Loans 

(Percentage of 

GDP) 

Rank 

Hong Kong 150 1 

China 136 2 

Taiwan Province 

Of China 

126 3 

Singapore 109 4 

Malaysia 107 5.5 

Korea 107 5.5 

Thailand 81 7 

India 37 8 

Philippines 32 9 

Indonesia 22 10 

                         

Source: IMF 

Besides this value of government securities and yield on 

government securities will not sufficient to serve the cost of 

capital. Another risk of narrow banking is lack of expertise to 

actively manage treasury operation on a continuous basis and 

more aggressive measures were needed to perform in the market. 

Most of the Indian banks are reluctant to lend to productive sector 

is due to poor-recovery laws. 

 

3. BASEL II 

 
 Capital is the most challenging for any Industry. Banks 

like all business need capital to grow. The Bank for international 

settlement (BIS) decides the amount needed to compete globally. 

 

Basel I describes the capital adequacy norms and it is 

very simple to understand. As per Basel I lending to a private 

sector was risky and so each Rs.100 of loan had to be backed by a 

Merger &Acquisition 
Banks have to merge   in order to 

face foreign competition 

Real time gross settlement 
It is a new on line payment system in 

which payment is settled at zero time 

lag.  

BASEL II Bank for international 

settlement decides the amount of capital 

that each bank has to maintained based 

upon the risk it’s going to face.  

Narrow Banking neglecting the 

primary functions (accepting deposits and 

lending to commercial sector) and investing in 

government bond  

Market Discipline banks 

have to disclose the most important 

information in order to maintain 

transparency. 

Bench Marking It is a 

process of comparing the banks 

with the leaders and to know 

where they are, and what 

improvement is needed. 

Issues faced 

by banks  
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minimum Rs.8 of capital .Lending to the government on the other 

hand was risk free and hence did not have to be backed by capital. 

It focuses exclusively on credit risk and ignored all type of risk 

that a bank faces. For example a loan given to Reliance Industries 

and a loan given to a neighbourhood were both deemed to be 

equal risky and so had to be backed by equal proportions of 

capital. Basel I fail to cover the operational and market risk.  

      

International convergence of capital measurement and 

capital standard: - A revised frame work and most popularly 

known as the New Basel Capital accord or Basel II. It aims to 

correct the deficiency of Basel I. The new version of Basel II 

comes out in 1999, followed by two other version in 2001 and 

2003.The new accord rest on three mutually reinforcing pillar i.e., 

minimum capital requirement, process of supervisory review and 

market discipline.  The important goal of Basel II is to promote 

the adequate capitalization of banks and to encourage 

improvement in risk management, there by strengthening the 

stability of financial system. However a survey conducted by 

Indian chamber of commerce and industry reveals Indian banks 

are not adequately geared to implement stringent Basel II norms 

including NPA and capital adequacy. 

 

4. RTGS    

  
  RBI introduced Real time gross settlement (RTGS) a 

new online payment settlement where banks and customer will 

receive funds with certainty enabling them to use fund 

immediately. With the launch of RTGS in India the banking 

system has attained complete e-banking status. Due to significant 

move, India’s payment and settlement system is now at par with 

developed nation. At present four banks have participated in the 

RTGS trial in India but by June 2004 more than 100 banks will 

join the club. 

 

  The objective behind this new system is to improve the 

efficiency of the banks and reduce the settlement risk. By this 

new system manager of companies can manage their cash flow in 

a better way and they would be in a position to take part in the 

cost free deposit. 

 

The prominent feature of this system is: Every 

transaction entered in this system will be settled with almost a 

zero time lag, provided the sender maintains sufficient balance in 

the account. This will reduce the credit risk substantially since all 

the payments settled in the system are irrevocable and final. As a 

result the chances of payment being returned, for want of funds 

will be eliminated. 

 

  All the RTGS participants will come under a contractual 

agreement with RBI, reduces the legal risk. Automated settlement 

of transactions will results in less human intervention, thereby 

reducing the operational risk .Automated settlement of 

transactions will result in less human intervention, thereby 

reducing the operational risk. The transaction entered in the 

system will attain immediate finality reduces the systematic risk. 

 

4. MERGER AND ACQUISITION 

 
  Merger results due to mutual decision between two 

banks. Acquisitions means takeover of one bank by another 

banks. Government of India plays a supportive role on the issue 

of consolidation through merger and acquisition (M&A) to make 

Indian Banks globally competitive. But Government will not 

force consolidation, if two banks want to consolidate it would be 

encouraged to grow in size, scale and muscle. It resembles that 

Government put the ball in the court of banks by saying that 

individual banks are free to decide on this issue. However there 

are few things that hinder the ability of banks in charting their 

independence course on this issue. 

     

The major constraint is the staff issues. Staff unions in 

banking sector have already expressed their opposition to 

consolidation in the industry. As most of these unions owe their 

allegiance to one or the other political party at the national level, 

there needs to be a political consensus for the process to succeed. 

Second, though the government has been magnanimous in 

empowering bank boards to decide on consolidation, it’s a fact 

that bank’s (director) boards have nominees representing both the 

workmen and officers representing their respective majority 

unions. As unions are opposing mergers, there is again a 

roadblock at the board level. In Malaysia, Government has 

reduced the number of bank from 50 to 10.In Taiwan also State 

Banks were reduced to 6 from12.  

 

Table III Share of five largest banks 

 

Countries Deposit  in 

% 

Assets in 

% 

Mexico 80 80 

France 70 60 

Brazil 63 54 

Chile 62 61 

Malaysia 57 56 

Philippines 46 43 

Japan 46 46 

India 41 44 

US 29 30 

UK 24 23 

Germany 21 20 

                              

 Source: World Bank (data base on regulation & supervision, 

2003) 

 

The above table shows the concentration of power in 

banking industry in India and abroad. Indians top five banks 

accounts for 41% of deposit and 44% of the assets of the banking 

sector as a whole. In US, top five banks have 29% of deposit and 

23% of assets. This means that banking power is far dispersed in 
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these two countries. But Mexico top five banks has 80% of 

deposit and 80% of assets, France has 70% of deposit and 60% of 

assets , Brazil has 63% of deposit and 54% of assets , Chile has 

62% of deposit and 61% has assets. This shows that these 

countries have more market concentration. 

  

Some of merger and acquisition are mentioned below: 

 

1. Bank of India and Union bank of India (both are strong bank) 

2 .State bank of India took over Bank of Cochin Ltd. 

3. Bank of India took over Parur Central bank Ltd. 

4. Oriental bank of Commerce took over Global trust bank Ltd. 

5. Punjab National Bank took over New Bank of India and also 

Nedungadu Bank (Private  

    Sector bank)                          

6. Bank of Madura’s merged with ICICI 

7. Merger of ICICI Ltd. With ICICI bank Ltd. Resulted in biggest 

Private sector bank in India 

8. Merger of IDBI (lending institution) with IDBI Bank Ltd.    

  

5. MARKET DISCIPLINE 

 
Disclosure of information regarding the risk profile, 

capital structure and capital adequacy are assuming increasing 

importance in the emerging environment. Banks are more 

accountable and responsible to investors, this makes bank to 

strike the right balance between risk and reward and to improve 

the access to market. Greater co-ordination between bank and 

regulators is necessary to improve the market discipline. 

 

India is a participant in the International initiatives to 

ensure improved process of market discipline that are being 

worked out in several fora, such as multilateral organization, the 

BIS, financial stability forum and the core principal liaison group. 

Efforts are taken to upgrade financial information monitoring and 

flow, data dissemination and data warehousing. 

 

Banks must disclose in their balance sheet information 

on maturity profiles of assets and liabilities, lending to sensitive 

sectors, movement in NPA.It also provides information on 

capital, provision, shareholding of government, investment in 

India and abroad and other operating and profitability indicators. 

     

Banks also required disclosing their total investment 

made in equity shares, units of mutual fund, bond and debenture 

and aggregate advances against shares in their notes to balance 

sheet. From this year, notes to balance sheet will disclose the 

movement of provision against NPA as well as those held 

towards depreciation on investments. Steps were taken to set up a 

credit and share information Bureau to collect and share 

information about borrowers and the improve the credit appraisal 

of banks and financial institution with in the provision of the 

existing legislation. 

 

The bureau has been incorporated by SBI in 

collaboration with HDFC and foreign technology partner to 

collect and sharing information. This bureaue also collect and 

share information on private placement of debt. The possibility of 

collecting and disseminating information on suit filed account by 

the bureaue is being explored by working group constituted for 

this purpose with representation from across the financial system. 

This group also examines the prospects of line supply of 

information and the processing of queries. 

 

6. BENCH MARKING   
 

The impetus given to strengthen the domestic financial 

system and the international financial architecture has gathered 

momentum in recent years. An important development in this 

regard has been the move to set up universally accepted standards 

and code for benchmarking domestic financial system. 

 

Benchmarking is a systematic and continuous 

measurement process; a process of continuously measuring and 

comparing an organizations business process against business 

process leaders any where in the world to gains information  

which will help the organization take action to improve its 

performance. 

 

The IMF article IV consultation its financial sector 

stability assessment and the reports on observance of standards 

and codes of the IMF and the world bank are indicative of the fact 

that a country adherence to bench mark standards and codes is 

being considered integral to the preservation of international 

monetary and financial stability. It is important to recognize that 

new standards and codes are not being regarded as final goal but 

as instrument for enhancing efficiency in financial intermediation 

which ensuring financial stability. 

     

7. CONCLUSION  

 
Even though Indian banks had shifted from the core 

banking activities, the future outlook appears to be bright. Non 

performance assets reduction drive is likely to gain ground with 

improved credit recovery.      Since RBI providing guidelines 

regarding risk management practice and various other issues all 

the Indian banks were equipped to face challenges.      

Government of India had made serious discussion regarding the 

NPA, assets reconstruction companies, debt recovery tribunals 

and securitization act which helps the Indian banks to face the 

major challenges. 
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